
Make a Pill Lab 

Purpose  

Students reinforce their knowledge of the different parts of the digestive system and explore 
the concept of simulation by developing a pill coating that can withstand the churning actions 
and acidic environment found in the stomach. Teams test the coating durability by using a clear 
soda to simulate stomach acid.  

Materials List  

• 60 ml (¼ cup) flour 
• 30 ml (1/8 cup) cornstarch 
• 60 ml (¼ cup) sugar 
• 30 ml (1/8 cup) vegetable oil 
• 1 paper plate 
• 1 clear plastic cup 
• 1 cup clear diet soda (get this from the teacher when prompted) 
• 1 small plastic spoon 
• 2 skittles 
• Tape and marker, to write team name on empty plastic cups 

Procedure  

A protective coating can serve a variety of functions: Protecting the chemical components in a 
pill during packaging and handling; protecting the pill from temperature, moisture or light 
during storage; covering the bad taste of the pill chemicals; smoothing the edges so it is easier 
to swallow; helping the pill resist digestion to protect certain parts of our digestive system; 
providing an extended dose of medication; providing a surface for printing; and enhancing the 
image of the drug for marketing purposes. Engineers design coatings and coating systems to 
fulfill these functions. 

Oil helps the dry ingredients stick together, helps make the mixture less sticky, and makes the 
coating less soluble. Flour and cornstarch are thickening agents with fairly similar properties. 
They also improve the workability of the overall mixture. Sugar thickens the mixture to some 
extent and makes the texture grainier, but can also make it less soluble when used in the right 
proportion, thereby improving its performance as a protective coating. 

1. Before any mixing is done, decide amongst yourselves how much of each ingredient (in 
spoonfuls) that you think you want in your coatings. This will become your recipe which 
you will document on your recipe card. 



2. Following your recipe, begin mixing your coatings on the paper plate. If your team feels 
that more of a certain ingredient is called for, carefully measure it and add it into the 
mixture, remembering to make the changes to the recipe card. 

3. When your group has finished creating your coating mixture and recipe, apply the coating 
to a skittle. Make a thin and sleek design so the pill is easy to swallow, inexpensive to ship, 
and requires less packaging. 

4. When your group has finished, label the cups with a marker and tape so your group's cups 
can be easily identified. Example: the Mustangs Coated and the Mustangs non-coated. 
Have a representative bring your TWO empty cups to the front of the class. For each team, 
I will fill a plastic cup half full with clear soda for your pill, plus one extra cup of clear soda 
for an uncoated piece of candy. Take both cups back to your group table and drop the 
skittles into the soda. 

5. Allow the candy to sit in the soda for 10 minutes. After a few minutes, if the coatings do 
not look like they are dissolving, have one student stir your coated candy in its soda cup 
until the 10 minutes is over. After 10 minutes have passed, remove your pieces of candy 
from the soda-filled cups. Make observations about which coating did the best job of 
protecting the candy "pill". Was there something that you could have changed with your 
recipe to make the coating more effective? ____________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Calculate on your recipe card the fractions represented by each ingredient in your recipes. 
Compare recipes amongst two other teams. Was there a recipe formula that seemed to 
work best? 
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Recipe Card 
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